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ABSTRACT
Social media is a medium that contains rich information which has been shared by
many users every second every day. This information can be utilized for various out-
comes such as understanding user behaviors, learning the effect of social media on a
community, and developing a decision-making system based on the information avail-
able. With the growing popularity of social networking sites, people can freely express
their opinions and feelings which results in a tremendous amount of user-generated
data. The rich amount of social media data has opened the path for researchers to
study and understand the users’ behaviors and mental health conditions. Several
studies have shown that social media provides a means to capture an individual state
of mind. Given the social media data and related work in this field, this work studies
the scope of users’ discussion among online mental health communities. In the first
part of this dissertation, this work focuses on the role of social media on mental health
among sexual abuse community. It employs natural language processing techniques
to extract topics of responses, examine how diverse these topics are to answer research
questions such as whether responses are limited to emotional support; if not, what
other topics are; what the diversity of topics manifests; how online response differs
from traditional response found in a physical world. To answer these questions, this
work extracts Reddit posts on rape to understand the nature of user responses for
this stigmatized topic. In the second part of this dissertation, this work expands to
a broader range of online communities. In particular, it investigates the potential
roles of social media on mental health among five major communities, i.e., trauma
and abuse community, psychosis and anxiety community, compulsive disorders com-
munity, coping and therapy community, and mood disorders community. This work
studies how people interact with each other in each of these communities and what
these online forums provide a resource to users who seek help. To understand users’
i
behaviors, this work extracts Reddit posts on 52 related subcommunities and analyzes
the linguistic behavior of each community. Experiments in this dissertation show that
Reddit is a good medium for users with mental health issues to find related helpful
resources. Another interesting observation is an interesting topic cluster from users’
posts which shows that discussion and communication among users help individuals
to find proper resources for their problem. Moreover, results show that the anonymity
of users in Reddit allows them to have discussions about different topics beyond social
support such as financial and religious support.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
For the past few years, social media has become a very popular and well utilized
resource for data collection. The main factor that contribute to social media usage
is the way people use this medium. Various types of data can be found on social
media such as text, image, video, and audio. Social media spreads information faster
than any other media. This interaction can be very beneficial if the user receives it
in the right way, but at the same time, it can also be toxic for them. It benefits
users in different ways such as news alert, traffic message delivery, increased teen
awareness, increased marketing exposure, empower individuals to make social change
and do social good on a community level. On the other side, social media can also
be toxic for users if they use it in different manners. Social media might facilitate
cyberbullying, even commit and promote crimes, causes people to spend less time
interacting face-to-face, can also correlate with personality and brain disorders, entice
people to waste more time, etc. Given these benefits and drawbacks of social media,
it has been getting attention from researchers on what’s the effect of social media on
users as well as how social media can be a source of providing the right information.
A growing body of research has focused on understanding how social media activ-
ities can be used to analyze and improve the well-being of people, including mental
health (Homan et al., 2014; De Choudhury et al., 2014; Manikonda and De Choud-
hury, 2017). With the presence of social media data, it is now easier to study the
trend of mental health problems and help researchers get information directly from
human sources to study mental health issues (Coppersmith et al., 2015a). The easy
access to and use of social media allow users to update their social media profiles
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without time or space restrictions (Park et al., 2012). This makes social media a
preferable medium for researchers for their investigations.
Social media has become a good source for data collection, the amount of data
on social media data increases rapidly. For example, on Twitter, 350,000 tweets are
generated per minute and 500 million tweets are generated per day. With this amount
of data, it shows how active people are using social media and data keep on increasing
every second. The communication on social media can be either among close friends
or between strangers that completely have no idea about each other’s identity (or we
call it anonymity). This can contribute to a very prolonged interaction than can affect
the user’s life. For instance, active use of social media with two-way communication
can be very beneficial to the user but it can also be destructive or toxic to the user
(Robinson et al., 2017).
Social media can affect users in many different ways. The main concern is if
social media is beneficial to overcoming mental health problems among users. In
News (2017), Facebook was rated as a negative platform when it comes to cyber-
bullying and bad sleeping patterns for users. But, when it comes to social support
and building online communities, Facebook does help and was rated positively. Hence,
it is important to make sure that social media is used in a manner that can benefit all
users. Some significant effects of social media contributing to mental health well-being
include: (1) social media can reduce stress in users through active communication
with other users (Cohan et al., 2017) and also provide information on capturing an
individual’s present state of mind (Nadeem, 2016); (2) social media is a popular
channel for users to seek help and share information on stigmatized issues. The
anonymity of social media gives freedom to the user to express their feeling and might
also improve in the stigmatized topic discussion (De Choudhury and De, 2014). (3)
The use of social media with active communication may lead to an improvement in
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the capability to share and understand others’ feelings (Burke et al., 2010). A study
by Grieve et al. (2013) indicates that Facebook connectedness may reduce depression
and anxiety. Engaging with online communities can also give users the feeling of
social appreciation through being understood (Baker and Fortune, 2008).
Content shared on social media platforms has been identified to be valuable in
gaining insights into people’s mental health experiences (Manikonda and De Choud-
hury, 2017). Mental health has become a public concern nowadays. People have
started to think about the importance of mental health problems and their effects
on our society. This is not a minor issue; on the contrary, these problems are very
serious issues that can contribute to mental well-being. Users actively share and com-
municate with online communities and researchers have found that it is a smart idea
to leverage social media data to study this problem to help online communities and
authorities at the same time. Social media can contribute to an immense change in
overcoming this issue.
Figure 1.1 shows different types of mental illnesses and related work using social
media data and analysis. Mental illnesses are health conditions involving changes in
emotion, thinking or behavior (or combination of these). Existing studies are sum-
marized in categories of mental health issues: (1) mood disorder (Park et al., 2012;
De Choudhury et al., 2013; Nadeem, 2016; Reece and Danforth, 2017), (2) post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Harman and Dredze, 2014; Coppersmith et al.,
2015b; Pedersen, 2015), (3) anxiety (De Choudhury and De, 2014; Shickel et al.,
2017; El Sherief et al., 2017), (4) psychotic disorder (Mitchell et al., 2015), (5) eat-
ing disorder (Chancellor et al., 2016), (6) sexual and gender disorder (El Sherief
et al., 2017), (7) suicidal behavior (Kumar et al., 2015; Coppersmith et al., 2015c;
De Choudhury and Kiciman, 2017), and (8) attention deficit and hyperactivity dis-
order (ADHD) (Coppersmith et al., 2015a). Mood disorder such as depression is
3
Figure 1.1: An Overview of Different Types of Mental Health Issues and Related
Work
studied in (De Choudhury et al., 2014; Coppersmith et al., 2015b; Tsugawa et al.,
2015). Depression is one of the mental health issues with high prevalence, receiving
increasing attention lately. However, limited work focuses on psychotic disorders, eat-
ing disorders, and ADHD. These studies can also leverage social media data as they
provide data about individuals’ language and behavior (Harman and Dredze, 2014).
Researchers use social media data to predict types of mental issues (De Choudhury
et al., 2013, 2014; Kim et al., 2016; Chancellor et al., 2016). In Nadeem (2016), the
severity of users’ mental issues is estimated using social media data. A similar finding
is reported by Mitchell et al. (2015). Network information available in social media
data is also leveraged for studying mental health issues (Kawachi and Berkman, 2001;
De Choudhury et al., 2013). Given all these works, it motivates us to carry on with
our work by studying user behaviors using social media data. We have two pieces
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of works that we compiled together in this dissertation. The first work was focus-
ing on mental health in the scope of sexual abuse. For the second work, we decide
to study on broader mental health communities by studying various online mental
health subreddits which are available on Reddit.
This dissertation studies user behavior and user activities on the online mental
health communities. First, we study a variety of user behavior in the scope of sexual
abuse. We investigate the role of such online forums in delivering useful information
to people seeking psychological and mental support. By leveraging natural language
processing (NLP) techniques on rape-related posts from Reddit, we unravel the nature
and personality of both victims and respondents. Specifically, we explore the following
topics: (a) analyze the diversity of topics that emerge from posts and replies (i.e.,
subreddits), (b) understand the concerns and obstacles faced by victims, (c) examine
the nature of responses to see if their scope extends beyond emotional support, and
(d) understand how online responses differ from the real-world responses.
Second, we extend the same scope of work on comparing two subreddits that
related to rape and sexual abuse which are r/rape and r/rapecounseling. These
two subreddits’ discussion content are about “rape”, but /r/rapecounseling subreddit
involves professionals and /r/rape subreddit does not. Given this content knowledge,
this study points out the differences between these subreddits and presents interesting
findings. We employ natural language processing techniques to extract topics of
responses, examine how diverse these topics are to answer research questions such
as whether responses are limited to emotional support; if not, what other topics are;
what the diversity of topics manifests.
Finally, we extend the work on multiple mental health communities on Reddit. In
particular, we investigate the potential roles of social media on mental health among
five major communities, i.e., trauma and abuse community, psychosis and anxiety
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community, compulsive disorders community, coping and therapy community, and
mood disorders community. We study how people interact with each other in each
of these communities and what these online forums provide a resource to users who
seek help. To understand users’ behaviors, we extract Reddit posts on 52 related
subcommunities and analyzes the linguistic behavior of each community. We report
linguistic analysis to understand each mental health community. We first study the
sentiment per each Reddit community and follow by analyzing the topics. By utilizing
all related posts from each subreddits in each community, we establish the following
exciting insights: (a) We observe that the headline of a post does not indicate the
whole content of that discussion post, (b) we found that sentiment distribution across
mental health communities was higher on positive sentiments as compared to nega-
tive sentiments, and (c) topic distributions for each community vary but there exist
similarities between them.
This dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 discusses social media
data on mental health and related work. Chapter 3 presents a set of approaches that
we used in this research. Next, our work which analyzes mental health in the scope of
sexual abuse is discussed in Chapter 4. After that, Chapter 5 explains our extensive
work on user activities on online mental health communities. Lastly, the study is
concluded and a list of possible future works is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
Social media has become a good source for data collection. There are different
types of data that can be used from social media such as text, image, video, and audio.
The amount of data on social media data increases rapidly. For example, on Twitter,
350,000 tweets are generated per minute and 500 million tweets are generated per
day. A major factor that might affect social media users is the way they use social
media because it can be very beneficial or toxic at the same time.
2.1 Social Media Data on Mental Health
Various types of social media data have been used by researchers to study mental
health. Existing work could be categorized into three groups based on the type
of utilized social media data, 1) linguistic-based data, 2) visual-based data, and 3)
combination of linguistic and visual data. Next, we will discuss each separately.
2.1.1 Linguistic-based Data
Over the past few years, research in crisis informatics has utilized language as a
medium to understand how major crisis events unfold in affected populations, and
how they are covered in traditional media as well as online media such as blogs and
social media sites (Saha and De Choudhury, 2017). Studies have shown that social
media can provide a comforting environment for support seekers especially when it
comes to stigmatized issues that make them reluctant to share with individuals around
them.
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Social media has been accordingly used to understand users’ mental health is-
sues. Interesting work by Coppersmith et al. (2015c) studies suicide attempts or even
ideation among users using their posts on Twitter. The authors crawl tweets from
30 geolocations from all over the United States with at least 100 tweets per location.
Then, they use natural language processing techniques to compare the behavior of
users who attempted suicide with those users who have previously stated that they
were diagnosed with depression and neurotypical controls. In another work, Park
et al. (2012) focus on studying the impact of online social networks (OSN) on the
depression issue. Accordingly, they collect two different kinds of data: 1) data from
Internet-based screening test, which includes information of 69 participants who were
asked to complete a questionnaire including depression related questions, and 2) col-
lected tweets from Twitter from June 2009 to July 2009 that include the keyword
‘depression’. After qualitative and quantitative analysis of collected data, authors
show that social media data could be used to understand users’ mental health issues.
Nadeem (2016) use social media data to study Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
issues in individuals. They use a publicly available dataset that was built from Shared
Task organizers of Computational Linguistics and Clinical Psychology (CLPsych
2015) (Coppersmith et al., 2015b). This dataset includes information on Twitter
users who were diagnosed with depression. In another work, Amir et al. (2017) use
Twitter to study depression and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). They inves-
tigate the correlation between users’ posts and their mental state. In particular, they
investigate if tweets could be used to predict whether a user is affected by depression
and PTSD or not. De Choudhury et al. (2013) also show that social media can be
utilized for predicting another mental health condition, i.e., major depressive disorder
(MDD), using Twitter data. In this work, authors employ crowd-sourcing techniques
to provide the ground truth for their experiments. In another work by El Sherief et al.
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(2017), authors use Twitter data to study gender-based violence (GBV). Purohit et al.
(2015) use Twitter’s streaming API to sample a set of GBV related tweets based on
a set of key phrases defined by the United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA).
Another well-known social media platform is Reddit, which is a forum-based so-
cial media platform that captures the communication between the original post and
the user who left a comment on the thread. Each thread discusses a specific topic,
which is known as a “subreddit”. The work by De Choudhury and De (2014) uses
Reddit to investigate how users seek mental health related information on online fo-
rums. They crawl mental health subreddits using Reddit’s official API 1 and Python
wrapper PRAW 2 . In another work, De Choudhury and Kiciman (2017) use Reddit
to study the language style of comments left by users on the discussion forum in
terms of influences towards suicidal ideation. This work fills the gap of how online
social support can contribute to this specific problem. Authors use stratified propen-
sity score analysis to determine if the user was affected by comments or not. They
also estimate the likelihood that a user will receive a treatment based on the user’s
covariates. There was a study by De Choudhury et al. (2016) with work specifically
on mental health subreddits such as r/depression, r/mentalhealth, r/bipolarreddit,
r/ptsd, r/psychoticreddit. Based on the time stamp, data were divided into a treat-
ment group and control group. These groups were further divided based on the
causal analysis to analyze the effect of comments on the content of earlier posts with
comments shared and received by users in their dataset.
Another work by Saha and De Choudhury (2017) uses Reddit data to study the
effect of gun violence on college students and the way they express their experience
on social media. Pan and Yang (2010) collect related data from Reddit. Then they
1http://www.reddit.com/dev/api
2https://praw.readthedocs.org/en/ latest/index.html
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develop an inductive transfer learning approach to see the pattern of stress expression
by computing the mean accuracy value. In particular, they first build a classifier that
labels the expressed stress in posts as High Stress and Low Stress. Then, they adopt
the trained classifier to categorize collected posts from Reddit to identify posts that
express a higher stress level after the shooting incident. Another work from Lin et al.
(2017) focuses on how online communities can affect the development of interaction
within social media. This work investigates if new members will bring interruption
in terms of perspectives towards the social dynamic and lower content quality. The
authors accordingly generate three questions related to user reception, discussion
content and interaction patterns. They use Reddit data from Google BigQuery by
choosing the top 10 subreddits between the years 2013 and 2014. They study user
reception, post content, and commenting patterns among Reddit users. This work
studies the role of online social support based on historical data in conjunction with its
effect on future health. It also investigates linguistic changes in online communities
over time using data from two peer-reviewing communities. Cohan et al. (2017)
study mental health by analyzing the content of forum posts based on the sign of
self-harm thoughts. Their main goal was to study the impact of online forums on
self-harm ideation. They consider 4 levels of severity for the post content. The
author builds a model that includes lexical, psycholinguistic, contextual and topic
modeling features. Their data were collected from a well-known mental health forum
in Australia, namely, ReachOut.com 3 .
Farnham and Churchill (2011) works on setting the boundaries between personal
and social technologies to catch the also an interesting topic to be discussed. It is not
easy to get a direct response using social media data. So authors run this experiment
to find out the answer to their question related to this issue. Facet is multiple sides
3https://au.reachout.com/
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of the identities of an individual that might change based on social situations. To
study this issue, the author distributes a questionnaire investigating how people facet
their identities and their lives. Then, they study how these groups of people use
email and Facebook to express themselves based on their facets. The author designs
an online questionnaire and distributed through Yahoo! networks within two weeks’
timestamps. They were able to get 631 participants of various ages (18 years old and
older).
2.1.2 Visual-based Data
The popularity of visual-based social media has increased rapidly. Users tend to
communicate on social media by posting their photographs. Photo sharing provides
a unique lens for understanding how people curate and express different dimensions
of their personalities (Andalibi et al., 2015). People use photos to define and record
their identity, maintain relationships, curate and cultivate self-representation, and
express themselves (Van House and Davis, 2005).
Posting pictures have become one way of communication among social media users.
The definition of “selfie” is a picture that users take of themselves. Kim et al. (2016)
study the behavior of selfie-posting using Instagram data. This work uses selfie-
posting to predict the intention of users who post selfies on social networking sites
(SNSs). This work defines five hypotheses before they start designing the experiment.
Those hypotheses were: attitude toward the behavior of selfie-posting, subjective
norm, perceived behavioral control, and narcissism, which were possibly related to
the intention to post selfies on social network sites (SNSs). The last hypothesis
was the intention to post selfies on SNSs is positively related to the actual selfie-
posting behavior on SNSs. They begin with 89 Instagram users. They recruit these
users based on their agreement to be part of the study. Two coders analyze each
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user’s account and the total sample size was (n = 85). From the total number of
participants, 9 were males and 76 were females. They also count the total number
of the pictures posted on each user’s account in a 6-week timestamp. Each user
was required to answer a list of questions that were related to the standard Theory
of Planned Behavior (TPB) variables such i.e., attitude, subjective norm, perceived
behavioral control, and future intention based on (Ajzen, 1991).
Another work by Reece and Danforth (2017) uses visual data for studying mental
health in social media. The authors use Instagram data from 166 individuals with
43,950 photographs. To study the markers of depression, they use machine learning
tools to categorize users into healthy and depressed groups. They began their experi-
ment by crawling all posts from each user’s account upon their agreement. Participant
users were also required to answer a depression-related questionnaire that contained
specific questions based on inclusion criteria. In the last step of experiments crawled
Instagram photos are rated using a crowd-sourced service offered by Amazon’s Me-
chanical Turk (AMT) workers.
2.1.3 Combined Data of Linguistic and Visual-based
Apart from using only visual data or only linguistic data, researchers also combine
these two kinds of data to study social media influence on mental health. Sociologists
also claim that it is not possible to communicate by using the only words; people
also use pictures to communicate with each other (Bourgeault et al., 2010). A work
by Burke et al. (2010) used different features in Facebook data such as wall posts,
comments, “likes”, and consumption of friends’ content, including status updates,
photos, and friends’ conversations with other friends to study the role of directed
interaction between pairs. This work distinguishes between two types of activity:
directed communication and consumption.
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To do this, they recruited 1199 English-speaking adults from Facebook to be
their research participants. Andalibi et al. (2015) study depression-related images
from Instagram. They use image data and the matching captions to analyze if a
user was having a depression problem or had faced this kind of problem in the past.
They were keen on investigating if this group of users engage in a support network
or not, and how social computing could be used to encourage this kind of support
interaction among users. They gather 95,046 depression tagged photos posted by
24,920 unique users over one month (July 2014) using Instagram’s API. All public
details of each image were stored from these photos, such as user ID, number of likes
and comments, date/time of creation, and tags. After conducting data collection,
they begin the experiment by analyzing images and their textual captions. They also
develop a codebook that includes 100 sample images and captions. Those coders then
manually discuss the codebook to provide the best result for the experiment. Then,
they add 100 more sample images and repeat the same steps.
Likewise, Peng et al. (2005) investigate the effect of pets, relationship status,
and having children, towards user happiness using Instagram pictures and captions.
They use several hashtags such as #mydog, #mypuppy, #mydoggie, and #mycat,
#mykitten, #mykitty to gather images of pet owner from Instagram. For non-pet
owners, hashtags such as #selfies, #me, and #life were used to crawl the data. Before
they started with the experimental steps, they began by classifying their data. The
authors also provided the processed human face data called the face library for other
researchers to use (see Table 2.1).
Manikonda and De Choudhury (2017) use popular image-based media data in
order to study mental health disclosure. This work extracts three main visual fea-
tures from each image that they have in the corpus. Those features include visual
features (e.g., color), themes, and emotions. Authors crawl the data from Instagram
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Table 2.1: List of Mental Health Related Social Media Data and Available Datasets.
Type of Data Paper Name Availability
Linguistic data (Nadeem, 2016; Coppersmith et al., 2015c)
Computational Linguistic and
Clinical Psychology (CLPsych)
Publicly available at https://bit.ly/2T0hMGO
(Saha and De Choudhury, 2017; Lin et al., 2017) Google News dataset Publicly available at https://bit.ly/1LHe5gU
(Park et al., 2012; Nadeem, 2016; El Sherief et al., 2017; De Choudhury and De, 2014) Reddit, Twitter, Facebook Crawled using provided API by social media platform
Image data (Kim et al., 2016) Instagram Publicly available at https://bit.ly/2SV5cbY
Combination of text
and image data
(Andalibi et al., 2015; Manikonda and De Choudhury, 2017) Twitter, Facebook, Instagram Crawled using provided API by social media platform
Link data (De Choudhury et al., 2013; Kawachi and Berkman, 2001) Twitter, Facebook Crawled using provided API by social media platform
using Instagram’s official API 4 . The main focus of this work was to study men-
tal health disclosure based on visual features, emotional expression and how visual
themes contrast with the language in a social media post. They specifically choose 10
mental health challenges from Instagram before they crawl two million public images
and textual data from that particular medium. Those categories contain 10 types
of disorders, which were: anxiety disorder, bipolar disorder, eating disorder, non-
suicidal self-injury, depressive disorder, panic disorder, OCD, PTSD, suicide, and
schizophrenia. Before they begin their experiment, they consult with the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Health Disorders (DSM-V) in order to confirm that
their final disorder categories could be reliable.
To sum-up, user-generated social media data is heterogeneous and consists of
different aspects such as text, image, and link data. Table 2.1 summarizes different
datasets used by researchers to study mental health using social media.
2.2 Studying Mental Health in Social Media
As social media data has recently emerged as the main medium to spread informa-
tion among online communities, there are also various approaches used by researchers
to study-related problems. This section discusses the approaches for studying mental
health on social media. In this section, we elaborate on the types of techniques or
4https://www.instagram.com/developer/
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tools used in their research. Figure 2 shows the categorization of social media anal-
ysis, namely machine learning methods, feature engineering, and survey methods.
Next, we introduce how social media analysis is used for mental health analysis in
social media.
2.2.1 Machine Learning Methods
We discuss machine learning methods in terms of classification, clustering, and
prediction with social media data for studying mental health problems.
Classification
In order to estimate the likelihood of having depression among users within a dataset,
a work by Nadeem (2016) employ four types of classifiers (Decision Trees, Linear
Support Vector Classifier, Logistic Regression, and Naive Bayes). They present a set
of attributes to characterize the behavioral and linguistic differences of two classes.
To do that, author utilize scikit-learn 5 which is a popular tool with many supervised
and unsupervised machine learning algorithms (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Clustering
De Choudhury et al. (2013) cluster the ego-networks among users on social media.
By clustering the ego-network, they study the characteristics of the graphs based
on the egocentric measures, such as the number of followers, number of followees,
reciprocity, prestige ratio, graph density, clustering coefficient, 2-hop neighborhood,
embeddedness and number of ego components. Another work by Kawachi and Berk-
man (2001) studies the correlation of social ties and mental health and finds that
depressed individuals tend to cluster together.
5http://scikit-learn.org/stable/
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Prediction
The work by Reece and Danforth (2017) predicts depression using photographic de-
tails, such as color analysis, metadata components and algorithmic face detection. In
another approach, De Choudhury et al. (2013) divide users into two categories based
on differences in behavior. For each user, they utilize a set of behavioral measures,
such as mean frequency, variance, mean momentum, and entropy based on a user’s
one-year Twitter history. In order to avoid overfitting, the authors employ princi-
pal component analysis (PCA), then compared their method with several different
parametric and non-parametric classifiers.
2.3 Evaluation Methods
In this section we discuss the utilized evaluation metrics and findings from the
aforementioned papers. Figure 2.1 represents the utilized evaluation metrics for a
mental health studies in social media. We begin this section by overviewing evaluation
metrics. Then, we discuss the findings from previous works.
Figure 2.1: Categories of Evaluation Metrics Used for Mental Health Analysis in
Social Media.
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2.3.1 Evaluation Metrics
There are various evaluation metrics in data mining analysis. We discuss the
evaluation metrics used for studying mental health using social media data. The most
common prediction metrics include precision, recall, F1 scores, and recipient operating
classification (ROC) curves. Equation 1 shows the calculation of precision defined as
the number of true positives (TP) divided by the sum of all positive predictions, TP
and false positive (FP). Equation 2 is defined as the number of TP divided by the sum
of all positives in the set, TP and false negative (FN). Equation 3 measures F1 scores
by considering both precision and recall. The F1 score is the harmonic average of the
precision and recall, and an F1 score reaches its best value at 1. Another metric known
as adjusted R-squared is represented in equation 4. Adjusted R-squared is often used
for explanatory purposes and explains how well the selected independent variable(s)
explain the variability in the dependent variable(s). In adjusted R-squared, n is the
total number of observations and k is the number of predictors. Adjusted R-squared
is always less than or equal to R-squared.
precision =
TP
TP + FP
(2.1)
recall =
TP
TP + FN
(2.2)
F1 = 2 · precision · recall
precision+ recall
(2.3)
(R2adj) = 1− [
(1−R2)(n− 1)
n− k − 1 ] (2.4)
Several works implement these metrics for their experiments (De Choudhury et al.,
2013; Nadeem, 2016; Cohan et al., 2017; Saha and De Choudhury, 2017). De Choud-
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hury et al. (2013) evaluate their proposed classification approach by predicting in-
dividual depression level from their posts. They use precision, recall, accuracy, and
receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) for evaluation. Their experimental results
show that their classifier has a good performance in depression prediction. Another
work from De Choudhury and Kiciman (2017) measures the most positive or nega-
tive z scores in order to differentiate between mental health with influence risks to
suicidal ideation (SW) users and mental health users. On the contrary, a study by
Park et al. (2012) uses the coefficients from regression models to predict the Center
for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) score. It then evaluates the pro-
posed approach by measuring adjusted R-squared (equation 4) and p-value. Another
work by Amir et al. (2017) measures F1 and binary F1 with respect to a mental
condition in order to measure the performance of different models for its experiment.
Furthermore, El Sherief et al. (2017) measure the favorite rate and retweet rate
for each tweet in order to count how many times a tweet was favorited and retweeted,
respectively. These metrics are used to explore the engagement of users with gender-
based violence (GBV) content on Twitter. Saha and De Choudhury (2017) measure
accuracy, precision, recall, F1-scores and ROC-AUC in order to see the performance
level of their stress predictor classifier. Likewise, Coppersmith et al. (2015c) plot ROC
curve of the performance for distinguishing people who attempted suicide from their
age- and gender-matched controls. In order to compare the accuracy of all data and
pre-diagnosis in their model prediction, Reece and Danforth (2017) measure recall,
specificity, precision, negative predictive value (NPV) and F1-scores.
Furthermore, a study by Manikonda and De Choudhury (2017) calculates the
Spearman rank correlation coefficients to compare the most frequent tags across all
pairs of visual themes that belonged to six visual themes of mental health-related
posts. Burke et al. present the ordinary least square (OLS) regressions for bridging
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and bonding social capital and loneliness based on the overall SNS activities (Burke
et al., 2010). Additionally, Lin et al. (2017) study the effect of newcomers to existing
online forums such as Reddit. They leverage the regression analysis by calculating the
adjusted R-squared in order to measure the average score of post voting and complaint
comment percentage on the content of the subreddit. In another work, Andalibi et al.
(2015) calculate Cohen’s Kappa coefficient to analyze depression related images along
with the textual captions.
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Chapter 3
AN NLP APPROACH TO MENTAL HEALTH STUDY
Over the past few years, research in crisis informatics have utilized language as
a medium to understand how major crisis events unfold in affected populations, and
how they are covered on traditional media as well as online media such as blogs and
social media sites (Saha and De Choudhury, 2017). Studies have shown that social
media can provide a comforting environment for support seekers especially when it
comes to stigmatized issues that make them reluctant to share with individuals around
them.
Figure 3.1: Steps of Social Media Analysis.
Figure 3.1 shows the common steps in social media analysis. It starts with a
dataset review in which the researchers need to choose the right dataset for their
experiment. The second step is data pre-processing, which means preparing the data
for the experiment such as removing stop words or word/sentence tokenizing. The
next step is to select meaningful features from social media data such as an image or
textual features. After selecting the right features, it is a data mining analysis that
includes deploying various techniques to develop the desired model.
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The final step is an evaluation, employing different metrics such as accuracy, recall,
precision, F1 scores, for example. Natural language processing plays a very important
role in linguistic social media analysis. This chapter discusses feature representation
techniques used in studying social media for mental health in this dissertation.
3.1 N-grams
This text representational technique is widely adopted and is basically a set of
co-occurring words within a given window. Features extracted using this technique
are based on word frequency counts. N-gram model predicts the occurrence of a word
based on the occurrence of its N - 1 previous words. In De Choudhury and De (2014),
authors calculate the most frequent unigrams from all Reddit posts and use negative
binomial regression as their prediction model.
Saha and De Choudhury (2017) built a supervised machine learning model in order
to classify stress expression in social media posts into binary labels of High Stress and
Low Stress. To develop the transfer learning framework for their experiment, they
measure the linguistic equivalence by borrowing a technique from domain adaptation
literature (Daume III, 2009). By using top n-grams (n = 3) as an additional feature,
Saha et al. developed a binary Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier to detect
High Stress and Low Stress. To build their training set, the authors extract 500 n-
grams from the Reddit posts that they crawled. They compute the cosine similarity
and compare their data with a Google News dataset in a 300-dimensional vector space.
Authors find that it is possible to use social media content to detect psychological
stress. On the other hand, as Twitter data has a limited number of characters per
post, another work by Braithwaite et al. (2016) designs a character n-gram language
model (CLM) to get the score for each short text. This specific method examines
sequences of characters including spaces, punctuation, and emoticons. For example,
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if we have a set of data from two classes, the model is trained by recognizing the
sequence of characters. Similar character sequences will be classified into the same
class. Given a novel text, the model can do estimations on which class can produce
and generate all the texts.
Furthermore, Manikonda and De Choudhury (2017) extract n-grams (n=3) to
check the suitability and reliability of their corpus. Extracted n-grams have been
further used to investigate if they are facing mental health disclosures. In order to
extract visual features from the dataset, the authors pair OpenCV and Speeded Up
Robust Features (SURF) (Bay et al., 2006). This approach is able to identify the
meaningful themes from images. To study the linguistic emotions based on the visual
themes, this work uses psycholinguistic lexicon LIWC and TwitterLDA. These two
approaches help authors to measure the estimation of how themes and images were
coherent to each other.
3.2 Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
It is a text analysis application that can be used to extract emotional attributes
on mental health. This tool will be able to extract psycholinguistic features (Cohan
et al., 2017). Manikonda and De Choudhury (2017) use LIWC 1 on texts associated
with mental health images spanning different visual themes. LIWC can also char-
acterize linguistic styles in posts from users (Rude et al., 2004). Park et al. (2012),
use LIWC to quantify the level of depressive moods from their Twitter data. They
compare a normal group vs. depressed group by measuring the average sentiment
score from categories provided by the tools. LIWC contains a dictionary of several
thousand words and each word fed to this tool will be scaled across six predefined
categories: social, affective, cognitive, perceptual, biological processes, and relativity.
1http://www.liwc.net/
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Every criterion will have its own categories and sub-categories. For each sub-category,
LIWC will assign specific scores for each word. De Choudhury et al. (2013) use LIWC
to study Twitter users’ emotional states. Then, they use point wise mutual informa-
tion (PMI) and log-likelihood ratio (LLR) to extract more features from their corpus.
El Sherief et al. (2017) leverage LIWC in order to measure interpersonal awareness
among users by differentiating perceived user and actual user characteristics.
In addition, De Choudhury and De (2014) captures the linguistic attributes of
their data by measuring the unigram and then employ psycholinguistic lexicon LIWC.
They choose LIWC because it can categorize Redditors’ emotions. They also exam-
ine the factors that drive social support on mental health Reddit communities, where
the authors build a statistical model by measuring the top most frequent semantic
categories from LIWC. The authors in De Choudhury and Kiciman (2017) adopt the
LIWC lexicon to study the various sociolinguistic features from their dataset and
then measure the t-tests in order to analyze the differences between subpopulations.
Coppersmith et al. (2015c) also use LIWC to study the pattern of language in con-
junction with psychological categories generated from their dataset. This work uses
LIWC to interpret how language from a given psychological category will be scored by
the classifiers that they built. Likewise, Saha and De Choudhury (2017) investigate
on quantifying the psycholinguistic characterization. They employ LIWC measures
to understand the psychological attributes in social media.
3.3 Topic Modeling
One of the most mentioned topic modeling methods is Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA), which works by drawing distribution topics for each word in the document
(Blei et al., 2003). Then, words are grouped based on the distribution value. Similar
words are in the same topic category. Cohan et al. (2017) use the LDA model to
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find a set of topics from their data collection. By training the LDA topic model
on the entire forum posts from their dataset, they are able to use the topic model
as additional features for their experiment, which boosted the performance of their
system and prove the effectiveness of topic modeling. Additionally, Manikonda and
De Choudhury (2017) use TwitterLDA to extract the linguistic themes from their
dataset to see if visual and text are coherent to each other when it comes to mental
health disclosure on Instagram.
Amir et al. (2017) adopt a model known as Non-Linear Subspace Embedding
(NLSE) approach that can quantify user embedding based on Twitter post histories
(Astudillo et al., 2015). The authors evaluate user embedding by using User2Vec
(u2v), Paragraph2vec’s PV-dm and PV-dbow models. They also leverage Skip-Gram
in order to build vectors. Another design based on bag-of-embedding was bag-of-
topics by using LDA to indicate topics presented in the user’s posts. De Choudhury
and De (2014) leverage LDA to identify types of social support on Reddit. They
also consider information on practices that people share with the communities by
characterizing self-disclosure in mental illness. The authors find that Reddit users
discuss diverse topics. These discussions can be as simple as talking about daily
routines but it can also turn into a serious discussion that involves queries on diagnosis
and treatments.
Additionally, a work by Lin et al. (2017) studies linguistic changes and for their
data, the authors use several post-level measures including cross-entropy of posts
and Jaccard self-similarity between adjacent posts. Then, the authors use the LDA
model in order to compare the topic distribution among posts and general Reddit
post samples. They also track the linguistic changes in sub-communities. In order
to examine the interaction network’s structural change, they calculate the exponent
α in the network’s power-law degree distribution which gives the graph densification
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of the network (Chancellor et al., 2016). Reddit allow users to vote on each post
and comments, and the authors leverage this feature by computing the average score
and complaint comment percentage in order to investigate community reaction to the
content produced by newcomers.
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Chapter 4
MENTAL HEALTH IN THE SCOPE OF SEXUAL ABUSE
Online forums such as Reddit and Volt have emerged as a portal for victims and
survivors of rape and sexual abuse to come together in a mutually supportive and
safe environment (Andalibi et al., 2016). Rape is a subject of social stigma that
restricts victims from openly sharing their experience due to the following reasons:
(1) concern about confidentiality, (2) fear of not being believed and (3) feeling of guilt
and embarrassment (Ullman and Filipas, 2001; Sable et al., 2006). Unlike traditional
support groups, the anonymity of online forums encourages users to break the mold
and express their emotions and feelings with less fear and guilt.
Analyzing social forums for understanding stigmatized issues is a relatively new
field of research. For example, a study by Ma et al. (2016) show the degree of self-
disclosure and support seeking on social media. In another work, Cohan et al. (2017)
use statistical tests to understand the correlation between social support and suicidal
ideation. De Choudhury and De (2014) also explore the problems of self-disclosure
from a perspective of mental health. Despite providing insightful outcomes, these
studies fail to understand the linguistics facets of user responses and their usefulness
to the main issue. Additionally, they rely heavily on human-computer interaction
models to validate their hypothesis; unfortunately, this is a costly and time-consuming
process. To address these shortcomings, in this chapter, we extract Reddit posts
from two related subreddits which are /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling. Our work
was designed to understand the nature of user responses by addressing the following
questions:
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(RQ1) What are the most frequently discussed topics?
(RQ2) Are responses always emotional and sympathetic?
(RQ3) What are the differences between the selected subreddits in terms of emotion
and discussion topic? Which community shows better score in term of sentiment
analysis?
(RQ4) What are other topics that are found in response to a victim’s query?
(RQ5) What are the ramifications of these diverse topics?
We answer these questions using a variety of linguistic and natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques. First, we apply n-gram model to understand the frequency
and the nature of the language used in the discussions. Second, we use psycholinguis-
tic tools, i.e. LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count), to show that user responses
are not limited to emotional support. Then, we examine whether the extracted emo-
tions of the two subreddits are statistically different from each other or not. Third, we
apply topic modeling to provide meaningful responses that are relevant to the posts
of victims. Finally, we conduct sentiment analysis in order to study the relationship
between the emotions of people from each chosen subreddits by analyzing the post’s
conversation content.
4.1 Data Collection
Although there are several online forums, Reddit 1 has emerged as the best can-
didate for exploring stigmatized issues (Sable et al., 2006; Manikonda et al., 2018).
For example, Andalibi et al. (2016) use Reddit to find linguistic differences between
1www.reddit.com
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temporary and anonymous accounts (also termed as throwaway accounts) and iden-
tified accounts in the context of sexual abuse to find that men are most likely to use
throwaway accounts when they post about sexual abuse. Sable et al. (2006) show
that semi-anonymity of Reddit enables candid self-disclosure around stigmatized top-
ics such as mental health and Ullman and Filipas (2001) use Reddit to investigate
health-related information seeking. Since these studies have clearly demonstrated the
potential benefits of the Reddit forum, we decided to use this platform for crawling
and compiling our dataset. We crawled the set of all posts that correspond to the
topics on [/r/rape 2 and /r/rapecounseling 3 ] 4 . These two subreddits discussion
content are about “rape” but /r/rapecounseling subreddit involve professionals and
/r/rape subreddit does not. Given this feature, this study points out the differences
between these subreddits and found interesting finding as explained further in the up-
coming section. Reddit platform is structured based on conversational threads where
users post their query and other users respond to these queries in the form of support,
feedback, and suggestions (De Choudhury and De, 2014). From every post, we col-
lect a variety of meta-data such as the title of the post, textual contents, timestamp
(i.e., the time of posting), author id, and the number of upvotes and downvotes. Our
first dataset consists of 1921 unique posts from the combination of both subreddits,
with an average of ten responses per post. We employed several text preprocessing
techniques in our data collection to reduce noise and prepare data for the analysis.
2https://www.reddit.com/r/rape/
3https://www.reddit.com/r/rapecounseling/
4The collected data is publicly available at https://github.com/nkamaru1/RedditData
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4.2 Understanding Common Problems
We apply a variety of natural language processing (NLP) techniques to extract
meaningful features that address our questions. Our experimental methodology in-
volves quantitative evaluation using NLP techniques over real-world examples of posts
and responses of users.
We begin our analysis by gaining a global understanding of the problem. Specif-
ically, we intend to know “what are the most frequently discussed topics when it
comes to rape and sexual abuse.” To answer this question, from every post in our
database, we extract bi-grams and tri-grams from the responses of users and calculate
their frequency across all posts. In order to compare these two subreddits, Table 4.1
and Table 4.2 report the bi-gram and tri-gram for both datasets. In Table 4.1 which
specifically for /r/rape subreddit, unsurprisingly, we see that words such as sexual
assault, sexual abuse, and sexual violence are the most frequently discussed words.
That being said, we also observe some interesting words that pertain to entities such
as friend , mom, dad , and ex-boyfriend which reveals the type of people who play an
important role in a victim’s situation and recovery. People also seem to frequently
use words that convey emotions such as feel safe, feel comfortable, and experiencing
dealing outside. In addition to this, words such as help, talk , and please help show
that people acknowledge Reddit as a secure platform to seek help for stigmatized
issues like rape.
As for /r/rapecounseling n-gram results listed in Table 4.2, we can also see some bi-
gram shows the same exact results such as sexual assault, need help and mental health.
This subreddit also mention important people in their discussion as if best friend and
family member. Despite the similarity from the results in Table 4.1, there are very
clear differences in tri-gram results in Table 4.2. It shows that the discussion in
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Table 4.1: Most Frequent n-grams in /r/rape Subreddit Posts
Bigram Trigram
sexual assault rape sexual assault
months ago local rape crisis
sexual abuse taking time write
makes feel perspective decision confident
ex boyfriend person moment unfortunately
started dating lot internal keeping
sexual violence happened months ago
hard time experiencing dealing outside
multiple times deleted completed lot
feel safe becoming person removed
panic attack zine submission encrypted
little bit zine experiences anonymously
mental health wrote removed thank
feel guilty vulnerable able word
feel comfortable voice creating resource
weeks ago vocal married abuser
sex life violence publicly discussed
rape sexual victims sexual violence
please help told mom dads
kept saying time taboo sex
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Table 4.2: Most Frequent n-grams in /r/rapecounseling Subreddit Posts
Bigram Trigram
feel like accusing someone circle
sexual assault used shun someone
first time lashback accusing someone
best friend suffer doubt victim
don’t remember rape crisis center
rape kit don’t really know
mental health never told anyone
false accusation don’t know feel
want sex think lots victims
need help think people violate
sexual abuse people violate deny
get away public social media
think people feel like deserve
someone else victims suffer maybe
social media police admit friend
victim blaming victim blaming culture
sorry happened wanted tell people
feel guilty support action evidence
feel comfortable assault prosecutor never
family member selfish people compared
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/r/rapecounseling subreddit focused on the action that should be taken by the victim
such as police admit friend and support action evidence. The discussion scope also
shows how responses among users indicate that social media is a medium for them to
share. We found these tri-gram results for /r/rapecounseling highlight the importance
of social media as seen in the phrases public social media and rape crisis center. This
finding shows that the user also considers /r/rapecounseling subreddit as a crisis
center for them to refer when it comes to rape. User response reveals the common
reluctance to share problems with actual people outside of the Reddit community by
mentioning feel comfortable, accusing someone circle, never told anyone, and selfish
people compared.
In addition to that, we would like to learn how open are victims in expressing
their issues to the outside world. We studied the responses of victims that exclusively
talk about topics such as share, talk and discuss to find the following examples from
both subreddits:
• “I want as little people to know as possible, so people not constantly walking on
eggshells around me.”-/r/rape
• “Although it was nice to talk to a third party about all of this, but I didn’t feel
like it was fixing the problems I’m having.”-/r/rapecounseling
From the above responses, one can observe that victims have the chance to express
their issues in Reddit. Moreover, Reddit also provides a secure and anonymous at-
mosphere, which the real-world fails to provide.
4.3 Analysis of Semantic Categories
Our second goal is to understand whether responses are always emotional and sym-
pathetic. To answer this, we use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Counts package
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(LIWC) 5 , which is a comprehensive tool that leverages thousands of emotional and
psychological word dictionaries to map the input words into 64 semantic categories
(Park et al., 2012; Coppersmith et al., 2015c; Pennebaker et al., 2015; Coppersmith
et al., 2015a). Table 4.3 and 4.4 show the top semantic categories returned by LIWC
for both subreddits which paired with the words that pertain to the corresponding
categories. To compare these subreddits, we extract the most frequent word from the
same categories. Obviously, we see categories such as sad and swear, which signifies
strong emotion and sympathy; however, we also observe some inconspicuous cate-
gories such as money and religion. From Table 4.3, we see that money is frequently
associated with words such as cost, wealthy and greedy, while religion is associated
with hell, doom, and confession. With that said, Table 4.4 shows a slightly differ-
ent result for /r/rapecounseling subreddit. For the money category, we can see the
associated words mentioned financial issue such as payment, expense, affordable.
Table 4.3: List of Words from Top Semantic Categories for /r/rape
Semantic Category List of words
Sad cry, suffer, miss, hurt, ruined, isolated
Home roommate, neighbor, family, resident, homesick, bed
Swear sh*t, c*nt, pisses, idiot, b*st*rd, b*llsh*t
Money payment, expense, cheapest, affordable, income, poverty
Religion spirit, doom, confession, god, priest, pray
See hazy, stare, appearance, reveal, vivid, disappear
5http://liwc.wpengine.com/
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Table 4.4: List of Words from Top Semantic Categories for /r/rapecounseling
Semantic Category List of words
Sad lose, alone, missing, resigned, tears, depression
Home lease, rental, domestic, renovation, nanny, neighbor
Swear freaky, retarded, moron, sh**head, f**kboy, screw
Money payment, expense, cheapest, affordable, income, poverty
Religion praying, sacrificing, afterlife, holy, blessing, immorality
See disappear, selfie, revealing, depiction, stare, appearance
To get a deeper understanding of these issues, we used the words associated with
money and religion (i.e., Table 4.3) as search queries to retrieve responses that pertain
to these queries. When it comes to money-related issues, we found that responses
were mostly about the cost associated with therapy and seeking professional help.
For example, consider the following responses that we extract from both rape and
rape counseling subreddit:
• “Seeing anyone professionally isn’t a financial possibility, I cannot take anti-
depressants even if I had money for a prescriber and meds.”-/r/rape
• “I’ll make sure to take your advice through and focus on finding a therapist
which helps me alleviate these problems.”-/r/rapecounseling
When it comes to religion, we found that victims usually deal with conflicting emo-
tions due to confounding theories between religion and sex. The following posts
illustrate this observation.
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.Figure 4.1: Emotion Attributes for Subreddit /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling.
• “My girlfriend is abusing my religion and me, I feel like suicidal.”-/r/rape
• “I try to find God. I know religion isn’t for everyone but my spirituality really
does help me. I hope you are ok.”-/r/rapecounseling
Furthermore, our third goal is to compare /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling subred-
dit. We select top semantic categories from Table 4.3 and 4.4. At first, we calculate
the mean value for both subreddits. Then, we use a hypothesis test in order to com-
pare two independent population proportion. Since /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling
subreddits have the same scope of discussion, we want to see if these two datasets
are different from each other. In order to differentiate /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling
subreddits, we apply statistical t-test by setting the alpha value to 0.05. A signif-
icance value (p-value) of the difference is reported. The p-value is the probability
of obtaining the observed difference between the samples if the null hypothesis were
true. The null hypothesis will be rejected if the p-value is less than or equal to 0.05.
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Figure 4.1 displays the mean scores of the six top semantic categories as extracted
by LIWC from Table 4.3 and 4.4. Based on two-sample t-test, there were no notable
differences in religion and swear categories across the two subreddits. That means,
in the scope of religion and swear categories, a user from both subreddits expressed
a similar level of these emotions. However, sad, see, home and money had different
pattern. Users in rape counseling subreddit were more likely to express emotion in sad,
see and money categories. Meanwhile, for rape subreddit, the home category shows
the higher mean score. For each emotion attribute, we use t-test to check if the /r/rape
subreddit distribution is not significantly different from those of /r/rapecounseling
subreddit and the null hypothesis is rejected if p-value ≤ 0.05.
4.4 Extracting Useful Topics
Our fourth goal is to extract a broad range of topics that are relevant to the
victim’s post (or query). To achieve this, we train the LDA topic model to retrieve
topic distributions related to rape. The input to LDA is a set of user posts (i.e.,
victims’ question), and each post is a thread of comments by the respondents and
the number of topics was set as 100 and the hyperparameters alpha and beta were
set to 0.01 and 0.001 respectively (Blei et al., 2003; Amir et al., 2017; Manikonda
and De Choudhury, 2017). Our goal is to retrieve topics that are relevant to the
user’s query of interest. To achieve this, the following steps were adopted. First, we
manually selected some important queries from the actual postings of users. We select
queries in both Table 4.5 and Table 4.7 were for representation purpose specific to
our problem. For instance, Reddit data that we crawled contain several noisy words
and some are too generic. If we automatically choose a seed word, generic words
such as “rape” and “abuse” might come up. However, these are not useful in our
scenario. On the other hand, words such as “emotional support” or “insurance” is
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more useful and hence, looking for LDA topics that contain such words enables us
to provide useful and impactful examples to the readers. This is the main reason we
designate certain important issues (or words) from user’s posts (i.e., subreddits and
their replies). Second, we used these query words as search tokens to filter out topics
that had an exact match with the query in the top five ranked list of words. These
topic clusters provided us with more relevant words that were related to the query
words.
Table 4.5: Linguistic Topic Distribution using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on
/r/rape Subreddit
Query Top words
“Therapy and insurance
stuff giving me
headache”
relationship, money,
depression, health,
benefit
“I’m having anxiety
and trauma after
that incident”
people, therapist,
rape, support, assault
“Looking for support
from sexual abuse”
symptom, PTSD, illness,
mental, duty
“Should I take legal
action for my justice”
case, court, police,
guilty, trial
“I don’t report because
of lack of evidence”
victim, evidence, crime,
domestic service
Table 4.5 and Table 4.7 show results for /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling subreddit
respectively. The first column shows the actual user query and the underlined set of
words indicate the keywords in these queries and the second column shows the top
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Table 4.6: Sample Sentences for Top Words in Table 4.5
Sentences
“You have every right to interview as many therapists as you want before
deciding on who’s right to help you. If you have insurance, that’s a place to start.”
“You deserve a relationship in which the other person treasures you andseeks
to validate and support you.”
“Some day, perhaps. Relatives and friends can be very forgiving, especially if
they know that you’re still going through a hard time and need their support.”
“What happened to you was a serious crime and a trauma and you may find
that you need some help in moving past it.”
1) “You shouldn’t put your mental health at risk by teaching consent to a guy
who’s already shown he’s not interested in learning about it.”
“If you continue to feel bad about it, or have other symptoms like bad dreams
or flashbacks (it can definitely be a side effect of medical assault.”
“Legally, the RCCs aren’t allowed to discriminate, but it’s true that they’re
oriented more toward the needs of female victims.”
“Don’t become what you see yourself as in your traumatized, guilty and
altered mindset.”
“When someone commits a crime, if their victim doesn’t realize it, it’s still
fully the fault of the criminal.”
“I’d say it may not be worth re-traumatizing yourself to go forward with a
trial where there’s no physical evidence to back it up.”
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words that are relevant to these query terms. Furthermore, Table 4.6 and Table 4.8
are sentences that we extracted from the actual response from our dataset. For in-
stance, in Table 4.5, when we searched for anxiety and trauma, words such as therapist
and assault were produced by the topic model. Meanwhile in Table 4.7, frustration
and depression top words been produced from the same query. Therefore, such rel-
evant words were in-turn used as search tokens to query the model recursively. It is
interesting to see that the discussions of people are not confined to emotional support .
In this case, we observe that user response also touches on a specific topic such as
insurance. This is quite surprising for us because previous studies by De Choudhury
and De (2014); showed that people’s discussions are limited to emotional support. On
the contrary, our results reveal that insurance is also one of the main concerns when it
comes to a health-related issue such as getting sick, medical treatment, therapy, etc.
Similarly, legal advice is another interesting topic we discovered through our method-
ology. Note that some query for both subreddit were similar and some are different.
This is because we only generate the top topic for each subreddit. Legal is one of the
top discussion in /r/rape subreddit but it was not the top topic in /r/rapecounseling.
Aside from that, we can see in Table 4.7 that user discuss more on trying to recover
and finding the right resources for professional help in /r/rapecounseling subreddit.
These results show that these two subreddits are not exactly similar in terms of topic
distribution.
4.5 Recommending Relevant Solutions
Finally, we are ready to understand the ramifications of these diverse set of topics.
To achieve this, we use topical words (see the second column of Table 4.5 and 4.7) to
retrieve the actual responses of users that match with these topics for each subred-
dits. The results of this outcome are depicted in Table 4.6 and Table 4.8 respectively,
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Table 4.7: Linguistic Topic Distribution using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) on
/r/rapecounseling Subreddit
Query Top words
“Therapy and insurance
stuff giving me headache”
extent, finance, feeling,
deserve, exhale
“I’m having anxiety
and trauma after
that incident”
abuser, cheer, life,
frustration, depression
“Getting mental health
treatment is tricky”
luck, supportive, justified,
panic, understated
“Seriously looking for
specialist/professional
for my depression issue”
quick, problem, drama,
specialist, flasback
“I need a solid plan on my
recovery process”
delusion, course,
adult, wishing, irritable
where one can observe the responses related to issues such as relationship, therapy,
court, justice, specialist, treatment, and recovery. For example, when it comes to
queries on therapy in Table 4.5, respondents suggest the victims explore many op-
tions before deciding on the right therapist in Table 4.6. Meanwhile, in Table 4.7,
users express her/his own experience when getting help. More importantly, when
it comes to topics on legal advice, justice and evidence there seem to be many con-
founding responses with discussions talking about the validity of physical evidence,
discrimination between male and female sexes, and conflicting opinions on whether
to proceed with the trial or not. The user also tries to get as much information from
the discussion for the recovery process as we can see in Table 4.8 when respondent
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Table 4.8: Sample Sentences for Top Words in Table 4.7
Sentences
“Those fights were about anything; from my finances to me just not
coming home to see them enough (I came home almost every 2 weeks)...”
“I think you’re right about the exaggerating thing as well; so many
times I walk out of therapy still feeling like I’ve understated myself...”
“I had an episode of psychotic depression when I first left my abuser-
but it was misdiagnosed as a full blown psychotic episode...”
“It’s so easy to just bottle up and take out your frustrations on someone who
doesn’t deserve it...”
“If you’re in the UK, hopefully, you should get referred to the secondary
treatment team...”
“...my closest friends have been incredibly supportive...”
“Hopefully if you tell them you’ve been having flashbacks, panic attacks,
irritable, nightmares- these for over 2 years- that they should recognise it as
PTSD and they SHOULD refer you to a specialist.”
“I recommend a quick google of self-care techniques- breathing has been
good for me...”
“I occasionally hear voices to do with those delusions...”
“I was raped repeatedly over the course of a year and no one knew about it”
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Figure 4.2: Word Cloud for Subreddit /r/rape Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
suggests several solutions. This clearly shows that user responses are diverse and not
limited to emotional support.
In addition to that, we also visualize the top words generated by the topic modeling
using a word cloud. This is to show if there exist outlier from these two datasets that
we use. Figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 showed the visualization based on the top words that
generated by LDA for both subreddit. In-depth, major discussion topic in r/rape as
we can see in figure 4.2 are mostly related to legal action. On the other hand, figure
4.3 that represent r/rapecounseling shows that user trying to get more information
on the healing process. These two subreddits involve a different kind of discussion
topics but there is a possibility of an existing outlier such as topic that exists in both
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Figure 4.3: Word Cloud for Subreddit /r/rapecounseling Based on the Top Word
Generated by LDA.
subreddits. We can see that words such as “depression” and “support” can be found
in both subreddit showing that these topics are very common in both communities.
Both dataset also shows that user uses the online discussion to get the support that
they need especially emotional support. This happened because of the main scope of
these subreddits is about a similar concern which is “rape”.
4.6 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is an extraordinary capacity which has profound implications
to understand human behavior (Reagan et al., 2017). It is an automated process
of understanding an opinion about a given subject from written or spoken the lan-
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Figure 4.4: The Sentiment Score Distribution on Subreddit /r/rape
guage. The diversity and multiple dimension of human behavior make it very difficult
to find out the exact sentiment from a text. It requires proper sentiment words to
be extracted from the set of text. In this experiment, we want to study the sen-
timent of these two community by comparing the sentiment score for /r/rape and
/r/rapecounseling subreddit. We use Vader(Valence Aware Dictionary and Senti-
ment Reasoner) sentiment analysis tool to get the score for data that we have (Gilbert,
2014). VADER is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tool that is specifically
accustomed to sentiments expressed in social media. The sentiment lexicon generated
by VADER is sensitive both the polarity and the intensity of sentiments expressed
in social media. There are different types of polarities in texts: positive evaluation,
negative evaluation, and neutral evaluation.
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 shows the sentiment score distribution for /r/rape and
/r/rapecounseling subreddits respectively. VADER generates four scores which are
positive sentiment, negative sentiment, neutral and compound. The compound score
is computed by summing the valence scores of each word in the lexicon, adjusted
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Figure 4.5: The Sentiment Score Distribution on Subreddit /r/rapecounseling
according to the rules, and then normalized to be between -1 (most extreme negative)
and +1 (most extreme positive). We selected the compound score in order to do this
comparison. We found that the result in Figure 4.4 which contain the sentiment score
for /r/rape subreddit was higher in negative score compare to Figure 4.5. For example,
we can see from the second interval comparing Figure 4.4 and 4.5, there is a reduction
in the negative score. This finding explains that how /r/rapecounseling subreddit
provide less negativity in the discussion and responses are more likely on solution
and support towards users. This is because /r/rapecounseling include professional
in their discussion thread which contributes to less negative sentiment across the
discussion.
In addition, we run another experiment on sentiment classification for both sub-
reddits. Sentiment classification can be conducted at the document, sentence, or
phrase (part of sentence) level (Abbasi et al., 2008). For our experiment, we con-
ducted on a sentence level by taking posts by the user. Then, all sentences were
automatically labeled with -1(negative), 0(neutral), and 1(positive). Many studies
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Table 4.9: The Classification of Posts from Subreddit /r/rape based on Sentiment
Score.
Classifier Accuracy F1
Naive Bayes 85.19% 61.38%
Logistic Regression 84.14% 60.41%
Random Forest 83.76% 45.48%
Table 4.10: The Classification of Posts from Subreddit /r/rapecounseling based on
Sentiment Score.
Classifier Accuracy F1
Naive Bayes 84.38% 65.90%
Logistic Regression 85.54% 67.15%
Random Forest 84.62% 48.45%
have used machine learning algorithms with support vector machines (SVM) and
Naive Bayes (NB) being the most commonly used. For this experiment, we choose
NB, Logistic Regression (LR), and Random Forest (RF) classifier. Data were divided
into 80% training and 20% testing. In order to evaluate machine learning models that
we chose, we implement cross-validation resampling procedure. The average accuracy
and F1 score over 10-fold cross-validation were compared for all three classification
models.
Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 shows the classification results for both subreddits based
on the sentiment score. The sentiment classification is responsible for categorizing
an opinion into either positive or negative opinion from all posts from both subred-
dits. We were able to achieve the highest accuracy and F1 score with Naive Bayes
for r/rape, 85.19% average accuracy and 61.38%. On the other hand, we achieved
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85.54% average accuracy and 67.15% average F1 scores for r/rapecounseling reported
by logistic regression classifier. Our experiment result on sentiment analysis does
not clearly show major differences for both subreddits but we can still point out a
slight difference. This is because opinions or sentiments are easy to understand by
human beings, but it is not that easy for a computer to achieve the same level of
understanding especially when the scope of the discussion is very close in context.
After all, results finally answer our question number three by showing that /r/rape
was higher in negative sentiment compare to /r/rapecounseling. From this observa-
tion, we can see that the nature of discussion in those communities is slightly different.
Discussion in previous sections also confirms certain characteristics of these subreddits
that clearly present some contrast.
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Chapter 5
USER ACTIVITIES ON MENTAL HEALTH COMMUNITIES
Mental health is and continues to be a prominent plague for the civilized world. It
is estimated that one in four American citizens suffer from a diagnosable mental dis-
order in any given year (Nadeem, 2016). Health information seeking and information
sharing on social media has relatively attracted researchers in this field to explore
further in studying human behavior. It is still a very new and fragile field that can
still be explored in many dimensions. On the other hand, the social media platform
provides a really rich ecosystem to study social support and human behavior.
In this chapter, we extend the work on various online mental health community.
We crawl textual data from 52 subreddits in order to understand the nature of user
behavior specifically on the online mental health community. Health information
seeking and information sharing on social media has relatively attracted researchers
in this field to explore further in studying human behavior. It is still a very new and
fragile field that can still be explored in many dimensions. Mental health has become
a public concern nowadays. People have started to think about the importance of
mental health problems and their effects on our society. This is not a minor issue;
on the contrary, it is a very serious issue that can contribute to mental well-being.
Researchers in the psychology field have studied this topic for decades. With the
increasing use of social media data, this specific problem also attracts the attention
of many computer scientists. Users actively share and communicate with online com-
munities and researchers have found that it is a smart idea to leverage social media
data to study this problem in order to help online communities and authorities at the
same time.
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This can contribute to an immense change in overcoming this issue. In this section,
we address the following questions:
(1) How reliable online discussion can be in terms of helping users with the mental
health problem?
(2) What is the sentiment distribution across online mental health community?
(3) Does all mental health community only have negative sentiment?
(4) What is the topic variation across community?
We crawled 52 mental health-related subreddits which specified in Table 5.1. We
classified all subreddits into 5 categories by following to the previous work by Sharma
and De Choudhury (2018). Those subreddits were classified into 5 types of online
mental health communities (OMHC) using clustering and human labeling. They
basically used a k-means clustering algorithm to perform the initial clustering on
the n-grams (n = 3) of the post that is shared on all collected subreddits. Then,
using two annotators that were familiar with mental health subreddit, they refined
the machine-labeled clusters and all subreddits were assigned to suitable descriptive
labels known as a community as presented in Table 5.1. We employed several text
preprocessing techniques in our data collection to reduce noisy and unreliable data.
The crawl of the subreddits used in this chapter spanned between May 20, 2018, and
July 20, 2018. We elaborate on some descriptive statistics of our crawled data. Our
data contained 37,606 posts with at least one comment on each post.
5.1 Sentiment Analysis
This section will discuss sentiment analysis on the OMHC subreddit. The diversity
and multiple dimensions of human behavior make it very difficult to find out the exact
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Table 5.1: Five Reddit OMHC Categories and Their Associated Subreddits Sharma
and De Choudhury (2018)
Community Category Community #Posts
Trauma & Abuse (C1)
r/abuse, r/adultsurvivors, r/afterthesilence, r/Anger, r/bullying, r/CPTSD,
r/domesticviolence, r/emotionalabuse, r/ptsd, r/rapecounseling,
r/StopSelfHarm, r/survivorsofabuse, r/SurvivorsUnited, r/traumatoolbox
10399
Psychosis & Anxiety (C2)
r/Anxiety, r/BipolarReddit, r/BipolarSOs, r/BPD, r/dpdr,
r/psychoticreddit, r/MaladaptiveDreaming, r/Psychosis, r/PanicParty,
r/schizophrenia, r/socialanxiety
8661
Compulsive Disorders (C3) r/calmhands, r/CompulsiveSkinPicking, r/OCD, r/Trichsters 3005
Coping & Therapy (C4)
r/7CupsofTea, r/Existential crisis, r/getting over it,
r/GriefSupport, r/helpmecope, r/hardshipmates, r/HereToHelp, r/itgetsbetter,
r/LostALovedOne, r/offmychest, r/MMFB, r/Miscarriage, r/reasonstolive,
r/SuicideBereavement, r/therapy
9284
Mood Disorders (C5)
r/depression, r/depressed, r/ForeverAlone, r/GFD, r/lonely, r/mentalhealth,
r/Radical Mental Health, r/SuicideWatch
6731
sentiment from a text. It requires proper sentiment words to be extracted from the set
of text. We use Vader sentiment analysis tool to get the score for data that we have
(Gilbert, 2014). VADER is a lexicon and rule-based sentiment analysis tool that
is specifically accustomed to sentiments expressed in social media. The sentiment
lexicon generated by VADER is sensitive to both the polarity and the intensity of
sentiments expressed in social media. There are different types of polarities in texts:
positive evaluation, negative evaluation, and neutral evaluation. VADER generates
four scores which are positive sentiment, negative sentiment, neutral and compound.
The compound score is computed by summing the valence scores of each word in the
lexicon, adjusted according to the rules, and then normalized to be between -1 (most
extreme negative) and +1 (most extreme positive).
We begin by analyzing the header of each subreddit that we have from our dataset.
To understand the sentiment of the mental health community, we start by analyz-
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Figure 5.1: The Sentiment Score on “abuse” Subreddit from C1
ing the discussion headlines of each subreddit. The sentiment score for each headline
from 56 mental health-related subreddits were measured (Sharma and De Choudhury,
2018). Then, we identify which subreddit was supposed to be a support subreddit
discussion and which subreddit should be just a discussion on a specific topic in gen-
eral. In Table 5.2, we present the sample headlines that we extract from our dataset.
Refer to figure 5.4, headlines sentiment score for this subreddit has a higher negative
sentiment. This shows that the subreddit was unreliable if an upcoming user only
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Table 5.2: Headlines of a Few Mental Health Oriented Reddit Posts.
Does anyone else have this issue? I often feel very lonely,
as I mostly by myself
20 year old sister is abusive towards our 50 year old father
I need tips on where to go for help.
After 5 years of anxiety depression and daily panic attacks
I’ve decided enough is enough!
Anybody else up? I’m losing my mind in isolation.
Anyone else? I am obsessed with making sure that I have
a regular level of morality and concerned I’m Evil.
Appropriate resentment or misplaced feelings?
Am I an abuser and if so what should I do?
looks at the subreddit headlines to find support from the discussion. From our under-
standing, this subreddit should provide support discussion to users but the sentiment
score was higher on negative sentiment. It shows how user discussion might lead to
negative sentiment. Referring to other subreddits in figure 5.1 and figure 5.5 also re-
ported higher negative sentiment. On the other hand, figure 5.2 and 5.3 have higher
neutral sentiment. These subreddits that supposed to have higher negative senti-
ment scores produce higher on the neutral sentiment which is unexpected. Through
our experiment, we found that subreddit headlines were not reliable to study the
sentiment across the mental health community. This means that positive subreddit
might contain negative sentiment discussion and vise versa. So, to study the senti-
ment distribution across the mental health communities, using the headlines alone
was not enough. The headlines can indicate a positive or negative sentiment but the
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Figure 5.2: The Sentiment Score on “social anxiety” Subreddit from C2
discussion content will have a way different distribution. To answer our questions,
we collect the whole discussion content of the selected subreddits starting from the
headlines together with all of the comments associated with it.
Refer to Figure 5.6 for details sentiment analysis results for each mental health
community. We observe that Figure 5.6 (a) which represents C1 is the only result
with higher negative sentiment compare to positive sentiment. Other than that, all
other community shows that positive sentiment is higher than the negative sentiment
which is surprising. Based on these findings, the discussion content in C2, C3, C4,
and C5 yields higher positive sentiment because these communities tend to discuss
support and encouragement among each other. From the sentiment analysis result,
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Figure 5.3: The Sentiment Score on “OCD” Subreddit from C3
we can see that the distribution of sentiment among online community sparse between
“very negative” and “very positive”. There are very few distributions in the middle
of the graph. This is due to the topic discussed in the community. People tend to
condemn people or support people. That explains the sentiment distribution.
5.2 Topic Distribution across Communities
To further study the mental health community, we run a topic modeling on our
dataset on each community. To do that, we use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
a generative probabilistic model of a corpus that works by drawing distribution topic
for each word in the document (Blei et al., 2003). We empirically decided to extract
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Figure 5.4: The Sentiment Score on “grief support” Subreddit from C4
5 topics from each community and their corresponding vocabulary is shown in Table
5.3. These topics reveal that different topic’s distribution across communities. On
the other hand, we also visualize the top words generated by the topic modeling using
a word cloud for each community. This is to show if there exists an outlier and the
scope of the discussion from these communities. Figure 5.7 through 5.11 showed the
visualization based on the top words that generated by LDA for all communities.
Community 1 (C1) contains topics that are majorly discussed on the assault and
abuse as we can see in the top words for Topic 1 in Table 5.3. We can see words
such as rape, abuse, and assault. Users in this community also use that medium
to get help and information. We can see the topic distribution that contains top
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Table 5.3: Topic Distribution Across Mental Health Community.
Community 1
Topic 1 sexual, remember, abuse, rape, memories, sorry, assault
Topic 2 study, research, link, survey, community, anonymous, help, government
Topic 3 people, trauma, experience,therapy, life, shame, symptom, emotional
Topic 4 help, live, leave, police, job, money, time, social, services
Topic 5
mental, doctor, medication, psychiatrist, insurance, treatment, depression,
anxiety, diagnosed
Community 2
Topic 1 people, person, life, love, sense,look, reality, time, feel, thinking
Topic 2
aphantasia, keen, agora, monologue, clenching, speculative, depleted,
testimonies, malfunctioning
Topic 3 lithium, blood, anxiety, alcohol, stress, caffeine, life, supplement, dose
Topic 4 daydreaming, maladaptive, world, fantasy, character,music, reality, time
Topic 5 anxiety, panic, doctor, medication, feel, help, sleep,attack, dose, depression
Community 3
Topic 1 obsession, compulsion, ocd, tried, lord, company, months, quiet, doubt, job, false, anxiety
Topic 2 hair, pulling, trich, head, scalp, bald, feel, eyelashes
Topic 3 feel, people, anxiety, time , life, bad, help, day
Topic 4 therapy, brain, people, experience, intrusive, mental, life, talk
Topic 5 reassurance, counselor, browsing, compulsion, argue, solely, seeking, fear, religion
Community 4
Topic 1 life, feel, time. person, yourself, help, mind, help, hope, world, suicide, believe
Topic 2 women, helpful, wrong, rational, emotion, negative, yourself, sex, reason, bad, pretty, rape
Topic 3 baby, miscarriage, pregnancy, pain, sorry, doctor, bleeding, loss, feel, blood
Topic 4 people, marriage, post, media, social, care, husband, understand
Topic 5
illness, mental, creative, schizophrenia, narrative, obese, hobby, disease, happy,
wallowing, struggle, cringy, delusion
Community 5
Topic 1 exhaustion, allergic, construction, challenge, operate, compose, reflect, endorphin, machinery, destruct
Topic 2 message, thrawn, remindmebot, subject, compose tedious, empire, validation, rebel
Topic 3 humiliation, dream, guess, people, stuff, bullies, listen, rotten, school, fantasy
Topic 4 depression, help, anxiety, feel, mental, job, therapist, health, doctor, medication, money
Topic 5 life, family, parent, mom, dad, live, school, suicide, die, money, home
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Figure 5.5: The Sentiment Score on “depression” Subreddit from C5
words like help, therapy, treatment, government. The topic distribution also shows
the discussion among users in this community talked about money-related issues that
we can found words like insurance, money. For community 1, the user more focused
on discussing their symptoms and seeking information through from Reddit.
Moving on to community 2 (C2) topics extracted for this community shows that
some groups of users discuss a topic related to mental images. Words such as aphan-
tasia, monologue, daydreaming were observed from the topic distribution of this com-
munity as listed in topic 2. Users in this community also focused on getting treatment
and discussing drugs. We can see in the list of top words for topic 3 which contained
words such as lithium, alcohol, supplement, dosage. This shows that the user in this
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(a) The Sentiment Score for C1 (b) The Sentiment Score for C2
(c) The Sentiment Score for C3 (d) The Sentiment Score for C4
(e) The Sentiment Score for C5
Figure 5.6: Sentiment Score for Each OMHC Community.
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Figure 5.7: Word Cloud for Community 1 Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
community come to Reddit to share and get specific information. The topic distribu-
tion on this community also shows that users were trying to seek help based on the
topic 5 top words doctor, medication, help.
On the other hand, community 3 which represents the compulsive disorder shows
a variation from mental health action. The compulsive disorder community contains
subreddits such as r/calmhands, r/CompulsiveSkinPicking, r/OCD, r/Trichsters. This
group of discussions mainly about a syndrome to the disorder. We can observe from
words like obsession, compulsion, anxiety, hair, pulling, trich, scalp as the top words
in topics 1 and 2 which indicate the activity of users trying to explain their symptoms.
Furthermore, this community also focused on the treatments as we can see from the
top words in topic 4 and 5 that involve words such as therapy, reassurance, counselor,
talk. In conclusion, this community talks more on the symptom of the disorder and
treatment information.
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Figure 5.8: Word Cloud for Community 2 Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
Figure 5.9: Word Cloud for Community 3 Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
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Figure 5.10: Word Cloud for Community 4 Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
Besides, community 4 which represents a coping and therapy subreddits were
more likely focusing on a topic that involves women’s health. We can see words
like miscarriage, pregnancy, husband. We also discover that this community also
discussed the mental problem as we can see top words such as delusion, schizophrenia,
mental. This community is less likely to discuss treatment because we did not have
any observation on that. Lastly, topic distribution for community 5 shows that this
community tends to discuss more on an intense feeling that we can observe words such
as depression, suicide. People in this community also discuss lifestyle-related topics
that we can see words like life, money, job. We can conclude that this community
has a broad topic distribution.
The last community is community 5 which stands for mood disorder that include
eight subreddits such as r/depression, r/depressed, r/ForeverAlone, r/GFD, r/lonely,
r/mentalhealth,r/RadicalMentalHealth, r/SuicideWatch. Based on the topic distri-
bution extracted, we found that this community talks about symptoms as we observe
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Figure 5.11: Word Cloud for Community 5 Based on the Top Word Generated by
LDA.
top words like allergic, exhaustion, dream, depression, anxiety, mental. We also ob-
serve financial related topics and treatment were discussed in this community based
on words like money, job, therapist, doctor, endorphin, medication. On the other
hand, this community also reported a discussion that focusing on their family rela-
tionships such as home, family, people, dad. We can conclude that this community
was mainly focused on the symptoms, treatment and financial discussion scope.
The similarities across all communities are each community will have a topic
distribution on social support, feelings, and treatment which is not surprising. This
supports the fact of the user does use an online forum such as Reddit as a medium
for them to get support and information especially when it comes to mental health
or other related stigmatized issues.
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5.3 Correlation of Sentiment and Topic Distribution Results
In this section, we will elaborate on how sentiment results and topic distribution
results are correlated with each other. The sentiment distribution for community 1
in Figure 5.6(a) shows that this community is higher on negative sentiment. This
community is mainly focusing on trauma and abuse which it is expected to have
higher in negative sentiment. At the same time, the topic that we extracted for this
community showing that users in this community use the online forum medium to
get help and information. They also discussed their symptoms which can contribute
to the higher negative sentiment. This shows that results for sentiment and topic
distribution for community 1 do correlate to each other.
On the other hand, the rest of the community which is communities 2, 3, 4 and 5
have a higher positive sentiment. These communities also reported that the commu-
nities did have a quite high negative sentiment but not as high as positive. For C2, the
topic distribution majorly focusing on seeking help and getting medical information
through an online forum. Meanwhile, the topic distribution for C3 is all about symp-
toms of their disorder and treatment information. For C4, this community’s topic
distribution is about intense feelings and even a lifestyle. These 3 communities show
that users discuss a broad topic. This contributes to the lower negative sentiment
and higher positive sentiment. For the last community (C5), the positive sentiment
is higher but the negative sentiment distribution still a lit bit high compare to the
other three communities. So, if we look at the topic distribution for C5, it shows that
this community was mainly focusing on symptoms, treatments, and financial issues.
This topic can contribute to a quite high negative sentiment as reported by Vader.
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Based on our observation on both sentiment and topic distribution for all com-
munities, results do correlate and confirms our analysis results on these communities
are valid.
5.4 LIWC Emotional Attributes Across Communities.
To further understand the emotional attributes across the community, we use the
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Counts package (LIWC) 1 , which is a comprehensive
tool that leverages thousands of emotional and psychological word dictionaries to
map the input words into 64 semantic categories (Park et al., 2012; Coppersmith
et al., 2015c; Pennebaker et al., 2015). We selected 6 top categories from a total of 64
semantic categories extracted by LIWC based on our previous work. We chose these
six categories because we want to study the popularity of these emotion attributes
among users. Kamarudin et al. (2018) also mentioned that these six categories are
among the top ones when it comes to stigmatized issues. Figure 5.12, 5.13, 5.14, 5.15
and 5.16 show the LIWC distribution score for “sad” category across all 5 commu-
nities. Community 1 in Figure 5.12, community 2 in figure 5.13, and community 3
in 5.15 have similar score at 0.00 to 0.02 with the highest post frequency per each
community. For community 3 in figure 5.14, a sligh lower score compare to the other
three with the range of score in between 0.00 to 0.01. On the other hand, community
5 in figure 5.16 has the highest score range that falls at 0.00 and 0.03 with the post
frequency above 6000 posts. From this score, we can see various distribution across
the community. This is because each community carries a very different scope of
discussion that may lead users to be less or more emotional.
Furthermore, Figure 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, 5.20 and 5.21 show the LIWC distribution
score for “money” category across all 5 communities. Previous work has shown that
1http://liwc.wpengine.com/
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Figure 5.12: The “sad” Category LIWC Score for C1
Figure 5.13: The “sad” Category LIWC Score for C2
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Figure 5.14: The “sad” Category LIWC Score for C3
Figure 5.15: The “sad” Category LIWC Score for C4
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Figure 5.16: The “sad” Category LIWC Score for C5
this category is really useful because it shows that the scope of discussion among users
is not limited to emotional support. It also shows that users are discussing various
topic including insurance and a financial issue to get treated. We also reported the
similar findings in our topic distribution that we discussed earlier in this chapter.
For this experiment, we can see that C1, C2, and C3 share a similar range of scores
for their majority posts with a range of 0.00 to 0.01. Meanwhile, C4 and C5 have
the highest score range at 0.00 and 0.02 for their majority posts. This shows that
communities 4 and 5 are leading with the highest score in terms of “money” category.
It shows that people in this community discussed more on these issues.
In addition, figure 5.22, 5.23, 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 shows the result for “swear”
category for all communities. This community 1,2,3 and 5 have a similar range of
LIWC score which is between 0.00 to 0.01. While only community 4 have a slightly
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Figure 5.17: The “money” Category LIWC Score for C1
higher score for this particular category which ranges between 0.00 to 0.02. This result
shows that the majority of the communities have a similar distribution on words that
fall in the “swear” category as extracted by LIWC. This also shows that the use of
words in this community is closely related to each other.
Other top categories that we selected based on our previous work is “religion”.
This specific LIWC category will select words that related to it and give a score for
each post as to how other category works. Our results as depicted in figure 5.27,
5.28, 5.29, 5.30, and 5.32 shows that C1, C2, C3, and C5 have similar score range.
On the other hand, C4 has a slightly higher score. These results are similar if we
compare with the “swear” category. It shows that in terms of “swear” and “religion”
categories, these 4 communities have a similar distribution of words.
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Figure 5.18: The “money” Category LIWC Score for C2
Moving on to another category known as “see” which represents one of the emo-
tional categories by LIWC. This particular category will give a score to words that
related to the emotional effect based on personality. For example, words such as ap-
pearance, selfie, reveal will specifically fall into this category. Since this category also
one of the top categories, we extracted the LIWC score for each community. Figure
5.34, 5.35, 5.36, 5.37, and 5.38 display results all communities. As we can see from
all these figures, C1, C4, and C5 have a similar range of scores between 0.00 to 0.02
with the highest post frequency. On the other hand, C2 and C3 share the same range
with the highest score 0.03 for the majority of posts.
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Figure 5.19: The “money” Category LIWC Score for C3
Another top category that we study from LIWC for this experiment is “home”.
This category includes sample words like roomate, domestic, rental, family. This cat-
egory will give a score to the community by counting the number of words mentioned
in this category. We extracted the score for each community and reported the score
in figure 5.39, 5.40, 5.41, 5.42, and 5.43. From our results, C1, C2, C4, and C5 share
the same range of scores between 0.00 to 0.02 with their majority of posts fall in
this range. Meanwhile, C3 is the only category that has a lower score range which is
between 0.00 to 0.01. This shows that all 4 communities mentioned more words on
this category compare to C4.
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Figure 5.20: The “money” Category LIWC Score for C4
Figure 5.21: The “money” Category LIWC Score for C5
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Figure 5.22: The “swear” Category LIWC Score for C1
Figure 5.23: The “swear” Category LIWC Score for C2
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Figure 5.24: The “swear” Category LIWC Score for C3
Figure 5.25: The “swear” Category LIWC Score for C4
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Figure 5.26: The “swear” Category LIWC Score for C5
Figure 5.27: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C1
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Figure 5.28: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C2
Figure 5.29: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C3
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Figure 5.30: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C4
Figure 5.31: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C5
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Figure 5.32: The “religion” Category LIWC Score for C5
Figure 5.33: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C1
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Figure 5.34: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C1
Figure 5.35: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C2
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Figure 5.36: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C3
Figure 5.37: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C4
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Figure 5.38: The “see” Category LIWC Score for C5
Figure 5.39: The “home” Category LIWC Score for C1
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Figure 5.40: The “home” Category LIWC Score for C2
Figure 5.41: The “home” Category LIWC Score for C3
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Figure 5.42: The “home” Category LIWC Score for C4
Figure 5.43: The “home” Category LIWC Score for C5
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
This dissertation investigated the support-seeking as well as support-providing
patterns on social media platforms in the context of mental health. We divided the
work into two different objectives. The first work focused on the role of social media
on mental health specifically among the sexual abuse community. We studied the
discussion scope and the linguistic context of online communities related to sexual
abuse. Secondly, we extended the work by using the same framework, to study various
online mental health communities and the linguistic behaviour of users in these more
broad online mental health groups.
We began our first experiment by using social media data from Reddit analyze
the linguistic behavior of communication among users. We analyzed the subred-
dits ‘/r/rape’ and ‘r/rapecounseling’ to answer the questions surrounding support by
extending natural language processing techniques for automated analysis. The anal-
ysis first focused on the original posts shared on this subreddit. The second thread of
analysis focused on the responses provided to the original posts to understand the be-
havior of supportive content. It showed that the discussion in the /r/rapecounseling
subreddit focused on the action that should be taken by the victim such as police
admit friend and support action evidence. The discussion scope also showed how re-
sponses among users indicate that social media is a medium for them to share openly.
We found these tri-gram results for /r/rapecounseling highlight the importance of
social media as seen in the phrases public social media and rape crisis center. This
finding showed that the users also consider the /r/rapecounseling subreddit as a crisis
center for them to refer when it comes to rape. User response revealed the common
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reluctance to share problems with actual people outside of the Reddit community by
mentioning feel comfortable, accusing someone circle, never told anyone, and selfish
people compared. Third, we ran sentiment analysis on both subreddits to study the
sentiment of these two communities. We used the Vader(Valence Aware Dictionary
and Sentiment Reasoner) sentiment analysis tool to get the sentiment score for data
that we had. Based on the analysis, we found that the criteria of extracted infor-
mation on two subreddits /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling are different. We found
that the results for the /r/rape subreddit were higher in negative score compared to
/r/rapecounseling. This finding suggested the /r/rapecounseling subreddit provides
less negativity in the discussion than /r/rape and the responses are more likely sup-
portive towards users. This is because /r/rapecounseling includes professionals in its
discussion thread which ensure less negative sentiment across the discussion.
For the topic modeling part, we ran LDA on our dataset to extract the top topics
for each subreddits. Our LDA results revealed that insurance is also one of the main
concerns when it comes to a health-related issues such as getting sick, medical treat-
ment, therapy, etc. Similarly, legal advice is another interesting topic we discovered
through our methodology. Note that, some queries for both subreddit were similar
and some were different. This is because we only generated the top topic for each
subreddit. Legal is one of the top discussed topics in the /r/rape subreddit but it was
not a top topic in /r/rapecounseling. Aside from that, we can see in Table 4.7 that
users discussed more on trying to recover and finding the right resources for profes-
sional help in the /r/rapecounseling subreddit. These results showed that these two
subreddits are not exactly similar in terms of topic distribution. Our topic modeling
analysis also showed that frequently discussed topics in /r/rape and /r/rapecounseling
subreddit are not similar to each other. Finally, sentiment analysis results indicated
that /r/rape have higher negative sentiment compared to /r/rapecounseling. This
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could have been due to the involvement of the professional individuals in the rape
counseling subreddit. We were also able to show the differences between /r/rape and
/r/rapecounseling subreddits by using a statistical t-test. Results also indicated that
these subreddits can be really helpful to a certain group of users and that online
communities can be a medium to provide information to support seekers.
For another piece of work in chapter 5, we studied on the sentiment analysis,
topic distribution, and emotion attributes across online mental health communities
from Reddit. First, we studied how each community is different in terms of its sen-
timent distribution. We figured that using only post’s headlines would not give an
accurate sentiment analysis for the community. This means that positive subreddit
might contain negative sentiment discussion and vise versa. So, in order to study
the sentiment distribution across the mental health community, using the headlines
alone was not enough. The headlines can indicate a positive or negative sentiment
but the discussion content will have a different distribution. We then further contin-
ued our sentiment study by analyzing each comment involved. We found that only
Community 1 has higher negative sentiment and the other 4 communities have higher
positive sentiments. From the sentiment analysis results, we saw that the distribu-
tion of sentiment among online communities was sparse between “very negative” and
“very positive”. There were very few distributions in the middle of the graph. This
was due to the topics discussed in the community. People tend to condemn people or
support people depending on the community, which explains the sentiment distribu-
tion. This showed that even if the conversation was all about mental health, it does
not mean that only negative sentiment is involved. This is because every conversa-
tion is different and people nowadays use social media as a medium of information
and support-seeking. To support our discussion, we also ran the LDA model on our
dataset. The topic distribution of all communities showed various topics across every
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community. For community 1, users were more focused on discussing their symptoms
and seeking information through from Reddit. Moving on to community 2 (C2),
topics extracted for this community showed that some group of users discussed on a
topic related to mental images. On the other hand, community 3, which represents
the compulsive disorder, showed a variation from mental health action. This com-
munity talked more on the symptoms of the disorders and on treatment information.
Meanwhile, community 4, which represent coping and therapy subreddits, was more
likely focused on topics that involve women’s health. We can see words like miscar-
riage, pregnancy, and husband. The last community is community 5, which stands for
mood disorder and includes eight subreddits. This community was mainly focused
on the symptoms, treatment and financial discussion scope. The similarities across
all communities are each community will have a topic distribution on social support,
feelings, and treatment; which is not surprising. This supported the fact that the
user does use an online forum such as Reddit as a medium for them to get support
and information especially when it comes to mental health or other related stigma-
tized issues. We also discussed on how sentiment distribution and topics extracted
from each community are correlated to each other. The sentiment distribution for
community 1 shows that this community was higher on negative sentiment. At the
same time, the topics that were extracted for this community show that users in this
community uses the online forum medium to get help and information. They also
discussed on their symptoms which can contribute to the higher negative sentiment.
Meanwhile, the rest of the communities which are community 2, 3, 4 and 5 have
higher positive sentiment. These communities showed that users discuss on a broad
range of topics. This contributed to the lower negative sentiment and higher positive
sentiment. Based on our observation on both sentiment and topic distribution for all
communities, results do correlate and validate our hypothesis. Last, but not least, we
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also reported LIWC result which represent two categories that we selected based on
our previous work. The categories that we chose were “sad”, “swear”, “see”, “home”,
“money”, and “religion” as we discussed in chapter 4. These categories rank among
the top that can contribute to our understanding of the online mental health commu-
nities. From scores reported by each community, we saw various distribution across
the communities. This is because each community carries a very different scope of
discussion that may lead users to be less or more emotional.
6.1 Future Directions
There are a variety of motivations for users to share specific information on social
media: to offer or seek support, to fight the stigma of their illness, or perhaps to
offer an explanation for certain behaviors (Coppersmith et al., 2015a). Social media
data can benefit health and stigmatized studies. It provides the raw materials for
the largest journal study to date, with tens of millions of users and publicly avail-
able data. Data gathered via social media is already in digitized form, making it
conducive to automated analysis. Existing work showed that it is possible to study
stigmatized illnesses by leveraging the large-scale social media data in understanding
and analyzing problems and employing machine learning algorithms to understand,
measure, and predict stigmatized health problems. More research on social media
analysis using machine learning will help advance this important emerging field via
multidisciplinary collaboration, research, and development.
Studying mental health issues using social media is challenging. Although a large
body of work has emerged in recent years for investigating mental health issues using
social media data, there are still open challenges for further investigation. Some
potential research directions are suggested below:
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• We studied the language of social media from users by leveraging subreddits
that share a similar context of the discussion; providing a roadmap for future
work. We explored simple techniques capable of distinguishing between mental
health subreddits, based on attribute quantified from the users’ language. This
study can be extended to another health related problem. For example, differ-
entiating between two specific mental health illnesses such as “depression” and
“anxiety” by adapting the analysis steps that we used in this dissertation. It
can also be elaborated to study the relationship of the owner of the discussion
and comments from other users by looking closely at the language attributes
from the discussion. Another future direction for this work is studying all the
mental health communities by treating them as one big group without separat-
ing them based on the categories. We can combine all mental health subreddits
and study the correlation of sentiment and topic distribution. Based on this
analysis, we can try to detect which subreddits are focusing on a certain topic
and what is the sentiment of that particular subreddit. On the other hand,
we can also extend the work by extracting additional features for the mental
health community such as geographical and temporal features. Once we have
this kind of feature, we can do a comparison of mental illnesses in terms of geo-
graphical and temporal features. It is also possible to do a comparison between
anonymous users and non-anonymous users’ activities on online mental health
communities.
• The increasing popularity of social media allows users to participate in on-
line activities such as creating online profiles, interacting with other people,
expressing opinions and emotions, sharing posts and various personal informa-
tion. User-generated data on these platforms is rich in content and could reveal
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information regarding users’ mental health situations. However, little attention
has been paid on collecting the proper amount of user-information specifically
on mental health (Coppersmith et al., 2015c; Nadeem, 2016). One future direc-
tion is to collect a proper amount of labeled user-data as a benchmark which
requires cooperation between psychologists and computer scientist (Morstatter
et al., 2013). This data can include users’ behavioral information collected from
social media platforms as well as their mental health condition information pro-
vided by experts. Preparing such data gives opportunities to both computer
scientists and psychologists to benefit from a tremendous amount of data gen-
erated in social media platforms to better understand mental health issues and
propose solutions to solve them.
• User-generated social media data is heterogeneous and consists of different as-
pects such as text, image, and link data. Most of the existing work investigates
the mental health issues by just incorporating one aspect of social media data.
For example, textual information is used in (Park et al., 2012; De Choudhury
et al., 2013; De Choudhury and De, 2014; Coppersmith et al., 2015c,b; Nadeem,
2016; Saha and De Choudhury, 2017; Amir et al., 2017; El Sherief et al., 2017),
image information is exploited (Andalibi et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2016; Reece
and Danforth, 2017), and link data in (Kawachi and Berkman, 2001; De Choud-
hury et al., 2013) to understand how user-generated information is correlated
with people’s mental health concerns. One potential research direction is to
examine how different combinations of heterogeneous social media data (e.g., a
combination of image and link data, combination of textual and link data, etc.)
can be utilized to better understand people’s behavior and mental health issues
concern. Another future direction is to explore how findings from each aspect
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of social media data are different from each other, (e.g., results with respect to
textual data in comparison the findings with respect to link data).
• Most existing work utilizes either human-computer interaction techniques or
data mining related techniques. For example, interview and surveys are used
to help further study mental health related issues in social media (Burke et al.,
2010; Park et al., 2012; De Choudhury et al., 2013; De Choudhury and De,
2014; Kim et al., 2016; Reece and Danforth, 2017). Statistical and computa-
tional techniques are leveraged to understand users’ behavior with respect to
mental health issues (Kawachi and Berkman, 2001; Nadeem, 2016; Saha and
De Choudhury, 2017; Amir et al., 2017). However, research can be furthered
to exploit both techniques to understand mental health issues in social me-
dia (Park et al., 2012; De Choudhury et al., 2013; Reece and Danforth, 2017)
and to develop both human-computer interaction and computational techniques
specialized for understanding mental health issues for social media data.
Social media data can benefit mental health studies. The existing work shows that it
is possible to study mental health by leveraging the large-scale social media data in
understanding and analyzing mental health problems and employing machine learn-
ing algorithms to understand, measure, and predict mental health problems. More
research on social media analysis using machine learning will help advance this im-
portant emerging field via multidisciplinary collaboration, research and development.
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